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“The cameras will be a useful additional tool
in deterring anyone intent on behaving in an
unacceptable manner, as well as providing vital
prosecution evidence for the courts.”
Role Chief Superintendent,
BTP Scottish Division

THE EDESIX SOLUTION
VideoBadge and VideoTag Body Worn Cameras
are predominantly used within the Rail industry
by revenue protection officers. Whether selling
or checking tickets on the platform, station or
onboard a train, or dealing with commuters and
holidaymakers, these public-facing members of
staff are met with verbal and physical abuse on
a regular basis.
A 2016 study shows that, in Scotland alone,
there were reports of up to 25 cases of violence
towards staff and passengers on Scotland’s
railways each day .
Body Worn Cameras have been proven to deter
aggression, de-escalate hostile situations, and
capture court-ready evidence to enable criminal
charges. In turn, these recording devices ensure
that staff, and the public, feel protected whilst
using the country’s railways.

HOW DO OUR INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS WORK?

To deploy a successful Body Worn Camera roll-out, thought must be given to how staff easily and safely use the
equipment each day; to storing data and managing workflow; and to additional hardware requirements such as IT
infrastructure, uniform mountings and personnel training. Edesix prides itself on ensuring each customer is provided
with a tailored solution best fitted to meet business needs and staff requirements.
We can cater for one large centralised deployment of cameras, or multiple roll-outs using our EdgeController and
DockController hardware to store and share footage to base from several remote sites or trains. Each deployment
requires access to VideoManager, our software platform for managing footage. VideoManager can be purchased as
a per camera Software Licence, or as a Managed Service through our VideoManager Cloud.
An Example Deployment of our Body Worn Solution is described below:

REVENUE PROTECTION OFFICER USE CASE

RFID

Revenue Protection Officers collect their Body Worn Camera at the start of their shift by simply
swiping their RFID card and selecting the allocated camera, which will flash to indicate it is
assigned to them. At this point, the camera will be free of any previous footage, fully charged
and will remain assigned to that member of staff until it is docked at the end of their shift. All of
this can be done simply and quickly from sundries collection as part of normal process.
VideoBadges and VideoTags are designed to be worn on any uniform, therefore each staff
member can choose to wear his or her camera in a manner which suits their job, clothing and
body shape. VideoBadges can be mounted to uniforms using Klick Fast mounts or they can be
worn using a harness, crocodile clip or even a simple lanyard. The camera will remain in standby
throughout the Officer’s shift until recording is actioned.

STAND-BY

Should an incident occur which requires recording, staff can activate the camera with one simple
press of a button or slide of a switch. For VB-300 & VB-200 cameras, an optional pre-record
function means that important footage can be captured immediately prior to activating record.

The VideoBadge will indicate recording with both a flashing LED and audible beep alert, ensuring
that both staff and members of the public are aware of the recording.

In some instances, where it is crucial that footage be shared immediately, staff can share recorded
footage of an ongoing incident via WiFi to a security control room. This allows swift response to
any heightened situation. This capability is available with VB-300 and VideoTag cameras.

In most cases, Revenue Protection Officers will simply dock their body worn camera at the end
of their shift. At this time, recorded footage will be offloaded to the VideoManager software for
review, the camera will be charged, and the badge will be unassigned from that user.

Authorised users based at a central location can then review, edit and share footage captured. At
this time, the VideoManager software would be utilised to create incidents, store key footage and
if needed, create reports to be shared with police.

VIDEOMANAGER

VideoManager is the key software solution utilised by authorised users to manage data, as well as your estate of
badges. VideoManager holds the encryption keys to allow captured footage to be reviewed safely, and by the right
people. VideoManager can be accessed via a per-camera Software Licence, or by subscribing to the Edesix Cloud
Service.
With tools like redaction for protecting bystanders or private information; cropping for discarding irrelevant
footage; and incident creation for bundling and sharing video, this web-based management tool will ensure your
estate of cameras is managed, effective and secure.
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HARDWARE
The complete Body Worn Camera Solution from Edesix allows Management to review footage, monitor camera
usage, and investigate recorded incidents from their current location.

REVENUE PROTECTION OFFICER
VideoBadge(s) and VideoTag(s)
14 or 7 Slot Dock
DockController
Microserver
RFID reader
PC situated within the network for footage review
Uniform fixings and attachments for badges
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